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ABSTRACT
Urban planners and policy makers often rely on data visual-
ization and spatial data mapping tools to perceive the overall
urban trends. The accumulation of historical and real-time
urban data from many government and private organiza-
tions provides the opportunity for an integrated visual ana-
lytic platform. Data management and retrieval for geospa-
tial visualization, correlations, and analysis of multiple data
dimensions over a map constitute some of the main chal-
lenges when dealing with the heterogeneity of urban data
from a variety of sources. In this paper, spatiotemporal
aggregation strategies and approaches to accelerate the re-
trieval of spatial data are presented. The methods are tested
on visualizing multivariate urban datasets from two cities in
Australia that are aggregated from heterogeneous federated
urban data providers. The aggregated spatial or temporal
features can be visualized as a choropleth heatmap or extru-
sion on map. Dynamic spatial window query in our visual
analytics tool allows extraction of flat geometry objects op-
timized through materialized views from a database. Given
the robust and scalable orchestration of geometries retrieval,
this enables urban planners to perform interactive and dy-
namic multidimensional visual exploration over a map.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: General; H.3.0
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: General; H.3.1
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analy-
sis and Indexing; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Re-
trieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; H.5 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: General

Keywords
aggregation, geospatial, spatiotemporal, urban, information
retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a strong motivation to analyze urban data in or-

der to facilitate both short-term and long-term plannings for
urban areas. To improve the urban infrastructure, it is of-
ten associated to making both population and public trans-
port networks information to be visible. Given the needs
of understanding urban data, visual analytics tools enable
dynamic and interactive knowledge discovery to assist deci-
sion making. For interactive data exploration on the map,
one of the standard methods is heatmap visualization, i.e.
choropleth map. Through our discussion with urban design-
ers and planners, an idea to enable interactive urban data
exploration in multiple dimensions visually was suggested.
Hence, volumetric extrusion was introduced. This proposed
solution allows the urban designers to explore spatial urban
data interactively via visual comparison between one dimen-
sion of aggregated urban data, visualized as the choropleth,
and another dimension of aggregated data, visualized as ex-
trusion of the choropleth.

However, these regions of colormapping and volumetric
extrusion need to be defined for processing and retrieval pur-
poses. One technique to improve the overall performance of
spatiotemporal data is using spatial window query [15]. The
challenges of employing spatial window query processing for
multidimensional visualization in this research consist of:

1. Aggregation of multivariate datasets provided by het-
erogeneous federated data sources.

2. High computation time for representing aggregated spa-
tial or temporal features for visualization on multiple
dimensions.

The needs for processing and visualization of heteroge-
neous and cross-domain urban data on different dimensions
provide the strong motivation and challenge for our research,
hence the two major contributions in this paper include:

1. Spatial and temporal region aggregations using user-
defined spatial and temporal region-based features.

2. Spatial window query optimization with materialized
view on split multipolygons.

2. BACKGROUND
Representing meaningful urban knowledge is challenging

and is often be delivered through visual analytics on a map.
Choropleth mapping [14, 9, 6] is one common technique in
urban information visualization.

Heatmapping is a technique to distinctively represent data
via color mapping which depends on the weight of data point
within a distribution. Heatmap projection such as [12] has
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shown potential for overlaying on choropleth mapping espe-
cially when each geometry is restricted according to prede-
fined political geographic boundaries. As shown in figure 1,
the density of color ranges from blue (low density) to red
(high density). This identifies the weighted value of the se-
lected data dimension over each region.

Figure 1: Choropleth heatmapping (commercial land us-
ages) on South Australia suburb regions.

Furthermore, as mentioned in [19], extrusion is one com-
mon technique in 3D visualization on map. It has been
seen in [18] as extrusion on choropleth map. The technique
is enabled via volumetric extrusion of z-axis from cartesian
coordinates on the map. The height of the volumetric ex-
trusion is defined according to the weight of each region in
a given dataset. In addition, our tool allows the weight to
be normalized within the distribution of query results from
spatial window query with user defined Minimum Bounding
Rectangle (MBR).

By using the two previously mentioned techniques, color
heatmap (i.e. choropleth) and volumetric extrusion, com-
parison and correlation between different dimensions of ag-
gregated urban datasets can be conducted visually. As shown
in figure 2, a different perspective of urban data representa-
tion is noticeable. Thus, the multidimensional correlations
could provide significant insights for urban planners to dis-
cover trends and hidden knowledge from underlying multi-
variate heterogeneous urban data in the spatial dimension.

Figure 2: Volumetric (transport frequency) and heatmap
(population density) visualization on South Australia SA1
region level.

The tool we have developed is referred to as Vizurban.
It allows direct interactive visual correlations up to several
data dimensions: color heatmapping, volumetric extrusion,
and temporal observation through time slider (shown in fig-
ure 3). Zooming, rotating and filtering are available on the
visual analytics tool to enable interactive visual exploration
for the urban designers.

In order to facilitate the tool to visualize multidimensional
datasets efficiently, fast retrieval of the aggregated urban in-
formation is crucial. Due to the diversity of urban datasets,
we found two major problems and present our solutions re-
spectively:

Figure 3: Spatial and temporal dimensions correlation.

1. Handling multivariate urban data where each dataset
is annotated differently in spatial and temporal dimen-
sions. In this paper, strategies are presented for han-
dling urban data based on user defined region-based
features, embedded with spatial and temporal proper-
ties.

2. Slower retrieval speed for geometries as the regions of
interests are split into multiple polygons. This prob-
lem affects the performance of many queries where the
size of user defined MBR for spatial window query is
large. In this paper, we implement materialized view
technique to deal with this issue. To the best of our
knowledge, the use of materialized view for split mul-
tipolygon geometries has not yet been covered in the
literature.

3. METHODOLOGIES
3.1 Data Aggregation

In order to supply meaningful information feeds into the
visual analtyics tool, several aggregations techniques were
needed to unify diverse multivariate datasets provided by
several federated data sources. Due to the diversity of his-
torical entries and real time streaming of datasets, multi-
ple strategies of aggregation were employed to manage spa-
tiotemporal urban data.

Firstly the shapes of geometry in several region levels are
extracted from definitions given by ABS (Australian Bureau
of Statistics). These region levels consist of:

1. Statistical Area 1 (SA1)
2. Statistical Area 2 (SA2)
3. Statistical Area 3 (SA3)
4. Statistical Area 4 (SA4)
5. Suburb Area

The list of above region levels are maintained in hierarchi-
cal order from SA1 - SA4 (shown in illustration of figure 4)
according to Australian political geographic boundaries [1].
However, this hierarchical order does not include suburb.
In this context, a suburb region could contain several or
portions of SAs at any region level. These basic geometry
shapes are then defined as the key for unifying other multi-
variate urban datasets.

SA4

SA3

SA2

SA1 SA1 SA1

SA2

SA1 SA1

SA3

SA2

SA1 SA1 SA1

Figure 4: Illustration of SA hierarchical structure
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Other related urban datasets that were explored are as
follows:

1. Land usage in South Australia in ESRI Shapefile for-
mat that provides a list of areas with its geometry and
what that area is used for (For example: residential,
forest, commercial, education, etc).

2. Population in South Australia for each SA1 region.
3. Public Transport Data:

(a) Timetable related datasets are provided by public
transport authorities (Adelaide Metro for South
Australia and TransLink for Queensland) in GTFS
(Google Transit Feed Specification)[3] format. These
datasets contain the timetable of public transport
and the geo-location of the stops.

(b) Public Transport Delay: the streaming of real
time expected arrival is enabled through contin-
uous and autonomous background service to per-
form web service calls to data APIs of public trans-
port providers with one minute recursive inter-
val. Real time transportation datasets can be ac-
quired via either SIRI (Service Interface for Real
Time Information)[2] or GTFS-RT (Google Tran-
sit Feed Specification - Real Time)[4] services to
get a rough estimation on how late the public
transport for a service on a particular stop in a
specific time, calculated based on the deviation
from the timetable datasets.

These datasets were preprocessed using a technique called
ETL (Extraction, Transformation and Loading) in order to
aggregate them to the same level of details. Due to the di-
versity of the federated data sources, we define 4 aggregation
strategies based on the data characteristics (see figure 5).

Figure 5: Data Aggregation Flow

3.1.1 No Aggregation
The predefined regions of SA1, SA2, SA3, SA4 and Suburb

datasets contain the geometric shapes of Australian political
geographic boundaries. Therefore, no aggregation was ap-
plied for these particular datasets. However, these would be
used as the base property in further aggregation processes.

3.1.2 Attribute Based Spatial Aggregation
This aggregation technique is used where the connection

between the spatial region is already defined by associative
relationship to the predefined region. For example, we used
population dataset of SA1 across South Australia. Direct
linkage of spatial aggregation for SA2 - SA4 can be leveraged
due to an attribute of the data entry having hierarchical
association to higher region level respectively.

3.1.3 Intersecting Spatial Aggregation
Several other datasets from heterogeneous data providers

can be aggregated via intersect function of predefined ge-
ometries of various region levels. The intersect function
in this paper refers to related data that can be associated
within a particular region geometry boundary. This tech-
nique covers aggregation for both point-based and region-
based locations.

The point-based aggregation is applied for public trans-
port timetable data only and is implemented to simplify the
ETL process. The point-based aggregation was originally
implemented as an intermediary table that will be further
aggregated into a region-based aggregation. Direct aggre-
gation to get transport coverage, frequency and supply to a
region-based dataset takes approximately 300 seconds for
SA1 region level while point-based aggregation takes 180
seconds. Additionally, aggregating from point-based aggre-
gation intermediary table to region-based aggregation takes
only 4 seconds for SA1 region level.

Previous attribute based spatial aggregation was not ap-
plicable for aggregating the population datasets to suburb
region level. Therefore, the intersect function to suburb ge-
ometries are applied via the following:

PopSuburb = Popsa1 ∩Ru

where Popsa1 is the number of population in the SA1 region
level which intersects with Ru suburb region geometries.

From the datasets of public transport timetable, the fol-
lowing features are extracted through intersecting spatial
aggregation:

1. Transport Frequency: total average number of public
transport that are going in/out of a region every week

2. Transport Coverage: total number of public trans-
port’s stops in a region

3. Transport Supply: transport frequency/transport cov-
erage

As the region-based aggregation is considerably fast, rather
than storing the preprocessed region-based aggregation, in-
memory region-based aggregation for population of suburb
region level and land usage is used to reduce the storage
space. In addition, other features can be extracted, such
as population per square kilometers, percentage of areas
that has a specific type of land usage within the predefined
regions. In a conventional data warehousing system, this
will be implemented by storing the value that is fully ad-
ditive (value that can be summed with any of dimensions
within the table) and only calculate the ratio value when it
is required. The measurements of facts in data warehous-
ing can be categorized to: additive, semi-additive and non-
additive [10]. Using that approach, the query to retrieve the
required information becomes highly expensive and consid-
erably slow if the query returns a large number of result set.
As the main goal is to use the aggregated datasets as inputs
to the visual analytics tool, faster query speed is needed.
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Time Interval Journey temporal segments

00:00 to 05:00 graveyard shift journey

05:00 to 08:00 morning shift journey

08:00 to 10:00 morning shift peak

10:00 to 12:00 afternoon shift journey

12:00 to 14:00 morning shift end

14:00 to 16:00 afternoon peak time

16:00 to 18:00 afternoon shift end

18:00 to 20:00 evening shift journey

20:00 to 00:00 night shift journey

Table 1: Correlation of time intervals

Thus, fact tables for each region level are created. In data
warehousing, a fact table is a central table (commonly de-
normalized) that holds quantitative columns of metrics for
further analysis.

3.1.4 Spatiotemporal Aggregation
Transport delay datasets are different in comparison the

rest of the datasets due to unique properties of the embed-
ded spatial and temporal attributes. As the transport delay
needs to be computed from the real time arrival time of each
public transport service’s stop, the amount of data that is
generated via this process could reach around 0.2 million
atomic records per day.

In order to reduce the amount of data needs to be queried,
a time-blocks partitioning technique was used during spa-
tiotemporal aggregation. Each partition of time-block inter-
vals is constructed based on durations defined in shift worker
journey times[17] as shown in table 1. In addition, daily
temporal partitioning was applied. This allows a scenario
such as a query for public transport delay during weekdays
between 12:00-14:00. The feature extracted from this pro-
cess results as average transportation delay. A fully additive
component of delay which is total delay is stored atomically
in the database. In memory calculation of the transport de-
lay for visualization tool can be averaged from total delay
per total number of data points in each respective region.

Subsquently, spatial aggregation is performed on delay
data for each public transport’s stops via intersect function
to region-based datasets. The aggregation method for the
spatial aggregation at this point is similar to the spatial ag-
gregation method for land usage and population datasets as
they use non-additive facts where a fact table for each region
level is created to make the urban datasets retrieval faster.
An example for non-additive facts (facts that could not be
summed up in a fact table) in this case is average delay of
public transport services in a certain suburb.

3.2 Urban Datasets Retrieval
Retrieving summarized big data is one of the main chal-

lenges we faced. The features produced from aggregations
described previously will be meaningful when they are rep-
resented on the choropleth mapping. Returning the urban
data to be visualized across all regions within Australia will
degrade the user’s experiences due to slow retrieval speed.
Spatial window query with Minimum Bounding Rectangle
(MBR) plays significant role in urban information retrieval
to be visualized on the map. In our visual analytics tool,
the MBR is determined by the zoom level of the map and
user’s viewing window. Furthermore, optimization was im-
proved for the spatial window query by indexing the region
geometries using R-tree.

The initial retrieval will start with spatial window query
triggered through the interface to get all geometry objects

in respect to defined region level within the MBR. After
retrieving the geometry objects, the web visualization en-
gine would leverage these to display choropleth mapping on
the screen. Subsequently, any query to retrieve aggregated
urban dataset can be requested dynamically and be pre-
sented as either color heatmapping or volumetric extrusion
on choropleth map within the same MBR.

This strategy of urban datasets lazy-loading approach of-
fers robust and scalable solution for any extension towards
potential optimization to accelerate urban information re-
trieval. It is further proven by an optimization we have
applied via materialized views.

3.3 Materialized Views
The urban aggregated features retrieved from database by

using region intersect function of user’s MBR failed to de-
liver responsive feedback for our visual analytic tool. The
returned features contained few geometry objects in mul-
tipolygon format to support areas such as islands that be-
long to the same statistical region. Apparently, the required
framework used in our visual analytics tool does not have
any support for drawing multipolygon geometries on the
map. Assuming that other map-based visualization tool
will face the same issue, we constructed another strategy
to perform the query by splitting a multipolygon to several
polygon geometries. This approach increases the complexity
of query, hence slowing the speed of retrieval in comparison
to original multipolygon query due to repetitive subquery
processing.

A view was then used to reduce the complexity of query.
The multipolygon splitting takes considerable amount of
time as a view is just a way to store a query that is used
in several different places where that query will be called
every time a view is used. This results in slower query. Due
to the fact that the query needs to be robust to support
various visualization tools, a scalable and modular solution
is needed. Therefore, a materialized view (a stored view of
the database) was applied to replace the view. Materialized
view eliminates the needs of view recomputation [7]. In this
case, the solution fits well as geometries of statistical areas
and suburb regions do not change frequently unless if there
is any political reason behind. Therefore, the update of the
materialized view is only needed when there are new entries
of region geometries or changes of existing region geometries.

Multiple experiments were conducted to compare the per-
formance queries for multipolygon intersection, polygons in-
tersection (via multipolygon splitting) and materialized view
for polygons to retrieve transport supply. The experiments
were performed for various size of region of interests (MBR)
at Australia Statistical Area 1 region level as shown in fig-
ure 6. All three queries were run multiple times in order to
compute average execution time. It can be concluded that
materialized view proved to be faster in most cases although
still slower than the original multipolygon queries (see fig-
ure 7).

Figure 6: AreaSize definition for performance comparison
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Figure 7: Performance of queries on different size of MBR
(SA1 region level).

4. RELATED WORKS
Due to the overflow of data collected across the cities and

suburban areas by different organizations, aggregating and
retrieving urban information to be represented in interactive
way is a challenge. Research on spatiotemporal data man-
agement spans from how to model a spatiotemporal data [21]
and summarize spatiotemporal data [11, 13] to data storage
techniques [21] and indexing techniques [16] for spatiotem-
poral databases.

In relation to data management for visual analytics, an
existing study defines the requirements for retrieving mul-
tidimensional spatiotemporal data for interactive visual ex-
ploration using OLAP technology[20, 13]. However these
existing studies focused on point-based spatial aggregation
instead of region-based aggregation[5, 8]. To the best of our
knowledge, none have explored the possibilities of region-
based data processing for managing and visualizing multi-
variate spatiotemporal urban data.

Furthermore, spatial window query [15] is known as com-
mon technique to speed up the performance of information
retrieval by limiting the entries to be returned within a min-
imum bounding rectangle. This technique is used in this pa-
per for retrieval of multipolygons along with the associated
spatiotemporal features.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present strategies for enabling visualiza-

tion oriented urban data management and retrieval. Hetero-
geneous urban data providers supply multivariate datasets
with their own formats. Therefore, we applied spatio-temporal
data management and aggregation methods for managing
and retrieving different streams and data sources efficiently.
Initial preloading of defined region geometries on choropleth
mapping enables dynamic and online information retrieval
of urban features on the web. The optimization was further
performed by utilizing materialized views for accelerating
the spatial window query of polygon geometries in relation
to user defined region level within the minimum bounding
rectangle. By utilizing the proposed robust and scalable
strategies, the speed of query for various urban features is
increased. In short, given the scenario of splitting multipoly-
gons on a map, window spatial query performance can be

improved by constructing materialized views of split multi-
polygons on the defined region levels. The aggregation tech-
niques presented are capable to handle any geospatiotem-
poral data on various region levels where dynamic spatial
window query is essential to support interactive data explo-
rations of spatiotemporal urban data over the map.
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